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Abstract. Detection of cosmic-ray antiprotons was first reported by Golden et al. in 1979 and 
their existence was firmly established by the BESS and IMAX collaborations in the early 1990s. 
Increasingly precise measurements of the antiproton spectrum, most recently from BESS-Polar 
and PAMELA, have made it an important tool for investigating cosmic-ray transport in the 
galaxy and heliosphere and for constraining dark-matter models. The history of antiproton 
measurements will be briefly reviewed. The current status will be discussed, focusing on the 
results of BESS-Polar II and their implications for the possibility of antiprotons from primordial 
black hole evaporation. The current results of the BESS-Polar II antihelium search are also 
presented. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The cosmic radiation is dominated by matter but contains a small fraction of 
antiparticles that allow us to address important questions regarding the early history of 
the Universe and elementary particles. These include matter/antimatter asymmetry of 
the Universe and potential primary sources of cosmic rays from dark matter 
annihilation and primordial black holes (PBH).  In addition, the antiparticles enable 
studies of fundamental cosmic ray phenomena such as their production and 
propagation in the interstellar medium, their transport into the solar system, 
modulation by entrained magnetic fields in the solar wind, and production in the 
atmosphere, all of which must be understood in order to know their sources. 
Most cosmic ray antiprotons are produced by high-energy cosmic rays in p-p 
collisions in the interstellar medium where the some of the energy goes into the 
production of a proton-antiproton pair  (p+p->p+antiproton+p+p).  The kinematics of 
this process imply a secondary spectrum that peaks at ~ 2 GeV and falls off steeply 
towards higher and lower energies.  The antiproton/proton ratio is of order 10-5 at 1 
GeV.  On top of this secondary spectrum a primary component might be observable as 
excess flux above or below the peak energy. 
The observed dominance of matter likely results from symmetry breaking in the 
early universe. If this was local, small primordial antimatter domains could remain.  
The negligible probability of antinuclei with |Z|≥2 from cosmic ray interactions means 
that detecting even one such antinucleus would be a clear indication of such domains. Centenary Symposium 2012: Discovery of Cosmic RaysAIP Conf. Proc. 1516, 167-169 (2013); doi: 10.1063/1.47925622013 American Institute of Physics 978-0-7354-1137-1/$30.00167
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COSMIC-RAY ANTIPROTON CHRONOLOGY 
As noted in [1] “By 1963, practical magnetic spectrometers could be made with 
superconducting magnets. At this time Luis Alvarez suggested that [2], since light-
weight magnetic spectrometers were feasible, they could be applied to high-energy 
cosmic ray experiments.” His student Robert Golden reported [3] the first cosmic ray 
antiproton measurements. While this is usually credited as the discovery paper, that 
same year Bogomolov et al. [4] also reported identifying a few antiprotons using a 
small permanent magnet spectrometer.  In 1981 Buffington reported an unexpectedly 
large flux of a few hundred antiprotons identified by their annihilation energy [5]. 
These scientific developments and the simultaneous planning for a large Space 
Station known as “Freedom” stimulated thinking in the US, Italy and Japan about a 
superconducting magnet spectrometer facility for the study of cosmic rays [6, 7, 8, 9] 
but this project was dropped when NASA scaled back plans for this facility. 
Two subsequent experiments, PBAR and LEAP, cast large doubt on the measured 
flux of low energy antiprotons as being due to sources other than p-p collisions [10, 
11].  However, antiprotons had not yet been identified by mass found by 
simultaneously measuring charge, curvature in a magnetic field, and velocity. The first 
experiments to do so were IMAX [12] and the first flight of BESS [13].  
Measurements by BESS, HEAT-pbar, CAPRICE, and AMS-01 (references in [14]) 
soon established that the bulk of the cosmic ray antiprotons were secondary in origin. 
The antiproton spectrum has now been precisely measured by BESS-Polar [15, 16] 
and PAMELA [17].  Additional improvements in statistics and upper energy range are 
expected from AMS-02. 
BESS RESULTS 
Successively improved versions of the BESS spectrometer were flown eleven times 
between 1993 and 2007 [18], including two long-duration Antarctic flights, obtaining 
ever more statistics on antiprotons. BESS measurements at solar minimum in 1995 
and 1997 suggested the possibility of primary antiprotons from a source such as the 
evaporation of PBH [19].  The most recent result is given in Figure 1 showing 7886 
antiprotons recorded by BESS-Polar II at solar minimum [16].  Careful comparison of 
  
Figure 1: (a) left: A particle identification plot showing the clear separation of negative and positively 
charged low rigidity particles.  (b) Right: Data from BESS and PAMELA compared to model spectra. 
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the spectrum measured by BESS-Polar II to secondary models shows that within 
statistics there is no evidence of low-energy primary antiprotons. 
BESS has also set new upper limits on antihelium in the cosmic rays [20].  If 
antihelium is assumed to have the same spectrum as helium, combining all BESS data 
gives a 95% confidence upper limit of 6.9 x 10-8 to the possible ratio of 
antihelium/helium from 1.0 to 14 GV. With no spectral assumption, the upper limit to 
this ratio is 1.0 x 10-7 from 1.6 to 14 GV.  Upper limits on heavier antinuclei were set 
by the C2 experiment on the HEAO-3 satellite [21].  BESS has also searched for 
antideuterium [22] and investigated solar modulation [23, 15].  
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